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ABSTRACT 

 

Several engineering and natural structures are often subjected to dynamic environments resulting in vibrations. 

In this talk, I will present our developed novel methods in a broad range of fields utilizing vibration techniques 

for: 

• Mechanical characterization of synthetic soft materials with potential applications in the fields of tumor 

diagnoses, robotics, and food processing. 

• Fully coupled partial differential equation (PDE) model developments to study the dynamics of cable-

harnessed beams with applications to space structures, 

• Nonlinear dynamic mechanisms for energy harvesting with applications to renewable energy.  

Application of traditional techniques to characterize soft materials can be challenging and time-consuming due 

to their multi-phasic nature. Their mechanical properties are ever-changing dependent on temperature, humidity 

and osmolarity etc. First, I will discuss vibrations of dehydrating soft materials and the procedure to identify 

mechanical properties from model, and experiments. I will discuss correlation between fracture properties and 

fracture-induced surface wave propagation experiments in soft materials. The techniques will result in rapid 

characterization that is useful in practical settings.    

Second, conducting experiments on large space structures with cabling prior to mission is often challenging. I 

will discuss coupled PDE development to study the vibration of cable-harnessed beams and with emphasis on 

the effect of cabling on resonant frequencies. The simulation results and experimental observations will be 

presented. Last, to harness renewable energy opportunities, I will present an internally resonant pendulum-based 

ocean wave energy harvester. The advantages of nonlinear dynamic mechanisms will be demonstrated through 

coupled nonlinear ODE model development and prototype experiments. Building upon these topics, I will present 

some of the current and future research directions. I will conclude my talk by highlighting my teaching and 

outreach interests.  
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